Evidence for spontaneous level-2 perspective taking in adults.
Social interactions are fostered by humans' propensity to compute their partner's perspective online. However, due to the mindreading system's limited capacity perspective taking (PT) was argued to occur spontaneously only for level-1, but not level-2 perspectives. We propose that level-2 perspectives (containing aspectual information) can also be computed spontaneously if participants have reason to assume that the partner is indeed aware of the objects' aspectual properties. Pairs of adult participants took part in the modified version of Surtees, Butterfill, and Apperly's (2012) number verification paradigm. Participants had prior information on their partner's task, which either called for processing aspectual properties or did not. The partner's inconsistent perspective was found to interfere with RT-s providing evidence for spontaneous level-2 PT. However, such interference only occurred when the partner's task involved processing the perspective dependent object feature, suggesting that PT was sensitive to the other's awareness of the to be represented information.